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[4]. The so-called Arov-Dewilde-Dym parametrization (or short ADD parametrization)induces immediately the associated inverse problem of construction of jqq-inner functionswith such terms which are satis�ed by the given parametrization. A complete answer willbe given in Section 5. In the last section, a �rst study of interrelations between left andright ADD parametrizations is started. There is a complete characterization for the case,that a given pair of pseudocontinuable Carath�eodory functions with �nite entropy is justthe pair of the left and the right Carath�eodory function generated by a certain jqq-innerfunction.1 Some Preliminaries And NotationsIn the �rst section we will summarize some facts on several classes of meromorphic func-tions. For a detailed treatment we refer the reader to the monograph of R. Nevanlinna[15] and P. L. Duren [9]. We will start with some notations. Throughout this paper, letp and q be positive integers. We will use C , D , T, C 0 and E to denote the set of complexnumbers, the open unit disc, the unit circle, the extended complex plane and the exteriorof the closed unit disc, respectively:D := fz 2 C : jzj < 1g ; T:= fz 2 C : jzj = 1g ; C 0 := C [ f1g ; E := C 0 n (D [T) :If X is a nonempty set, then Xp�q stands for the set of p� q matrices each entry ofwhich belongs to X. The null matrix which belongs to C p�q will be denoted by 0p�q.The identity matrix which belongs to C q�q will be designated by Iq. If the size of anull matrix or an identity matrix is clear then we will omit the indexes. The set of allq � q nonnegative Hermitian matrices will be denoted by C q�q� . A matrix A 2 C p�q iscalled contractive (respectively, strictly contractive) if I �A�A is nonnegative Hermitian(respectively, positive Hermitian). We will use the notation tr A to denote the trace ofa square matrix A. If A belongs to C q�q , then let Re A and Im A be the real part ofA and imaginary part of A, respectively. The linear Lebesgue-Borel measure on Twillbe designated by � whereas BTstands for the �-algebra of all Borelian subsets of T. Ift 2 (0;1), then let Lt(T) denote the set of all Borel measurable functions g : T�! Cfor which jgjt is integrable which respect to � on T, whereas L1(T) stands for the set ofall functions g :T�! C which are bounded �-almost everywhere on T.Assume that G is a simply connected domain of C 0 . Then let NM(G) be the Nevanlinnaclass of all functions which are meromorphic in G and which can be represented as aquotient of two bounded holomorphic functions in G. If g 2 [NM(D )]p�q (respectively,g 2 [NM(E)]p�q ), then a well-known theorem due to Fatou implies that there exist aBorelian subset B0 of the unit circle Twith �(B0) = 0 and a Borel measurable functiong :T�! C p�q such thatlimr!1�0 g(rz) = g(z) (respectively. limr!1+0 g(rz) = g(z) )for all z 2 Tn B0. In the following, we will continue to use the symbol g to denote aradial boundary function of a function g which belongs to [NM(D)]p�q or [NM(E)]p�q .Let g 2 [NM(D)]p�q . Then one says that g admits a pseudocontinuation (into E) if thereexists a function g# 2 [NM(E)]p�q such that the radial boundary values g and g# of g2



and g#, respectively, coincide �-almost everywhere on T. It is obvious that a functiong 2 [NM(D )]p�q admits at most one pseudocontinuation. Note that if g 2 [NM(D)]p�qadmits a pseudocontinuation g# and if, additionally, g is analytically continuable throughsome open arc of T, then the analytic continuation coincides with the pseudocontinuation.In the sequel, we will continue to write g# for the pseudocontinuation of g.Let X be a nonempty subset of the extended complex plane C 0 , and let f : X �! C p�qbe a matrix-valued function. Then we will use the symbol bf to denote the functionbf : bX �! C q�p which is given by bX := fz 2 C 0 : 1=z 2 Xg and bf(z) := [f(1=z)]�. Thefollowing result, which can be easily checked, will play an essential role in our furtherconsiderations.Remark 1 If f belongs to [NM(D)]p�q (respectively, [NM(E)]p�q ), then bf belongs to[NM(E)]q�p (respectively, [NM(D )]q�p) and f � is a radial boundary function of bf .The set of all g 2 NM(D) which are holomorphic in D will be denoted by N (D). Theclass N (D ) can be described as the set of all functions g which are holomorphic in D andwhich ful�ll supr2[0;1)ZTlog+ jg(rz)j�(dz) < +1where log+ x := max(log x; 0) for each x 2 [0;1). If g : D �! C admits a representationg(w) = � � exp� 12� ZTz + wz � w log k(z)�(dz)� ; w 2 D ;with some � 2 T and some Borel measurable function k : T�! [0;1) which satis�es(1=2�) RTj log kjd� <1, then g belongs to N (D ). Such functions g are called outer. Forall g 2 N (D), the inequality12� ZTlog+ jg(z)j�(dz) � limr!1�0 12� ZTlog+ jg(rz)j�(dz) (1)holds true. By the Smirnov class N+(D ) we will mean the set of all g 2 N (D) for whichequality holds true in (1). The class N+(D ) proves to be a subalgebra of N (D ). If g isouter in N (D), then g necessarily belongs to N+(D ). Note that the Hardy classes H t(D ),t 2 (0;1], are subsets of N+(D ).A function � 2 [N+(D)]q�q is called outer (in [N+(D)]q�q ) if det � is outer in N (D ).Basic facts on outer functions in [N+(D )]q�q can be found in [A..]. In particular, if � isan outer function in [N+(D )]q�q , then det�(w) 6= 0 for all w 2 D and ��1 is also an outerfunction in [N+(D )]q�q . Conversely, if � 2 [N (D)]q�q satis�es det�(w) 6= 0 for all w 2 Dand if ��1 2 [N (D)]q�q , then � and ��1 are necessarily outer functions in [N+(D )]q�q .If � 2 [N+(D )]q�q and 	 2 [N+(D)]q�q are outer functions then the product �	 is alsoan outer function in [N+(D)]q�q . An outer function � 2 [N+(D )]q�q is called normalizedif �(0) is nonnegative Hermitian.A function f : D �! C p�q is said to be a p� q Schur function if f is both holomorphicand contractive in D . The set Sp�q(D ) of all p� q Schur functions is obviously a subset3



of the Hardy class [H1(D )]p�q . A function f 2 Sp�q(D ) is called an inner function if fhas unitary radial boundary values �-almost everywhere on T. If f 2 Sp�q(D) has evenstrictly contractive values f(z) for all z 2 D , then f is said to be a strictly contractivep� q Schur function.Let f 2 [NM(D )]p�q . Then an inner function B that belongs to Sp�p(D ) (respectively,Sq�q(D)) is called a left (respectively, right) denominator of f if Bf (respectively, fB)belongs to [N+(D)]p�q . It is readily checked that every function g 2 [NM(D)]p�q hasleft and right denominators. The concept of left and right denominators was created byArov [3] during his investigations on Darlington synthesis.2 Left and Right Connected Pairs of [H2(D)]q�q-functionsIn the following, we deal with pairs of matrix-valued Hardy functions. There is an in-ner connection between the [H2(D)]q�q -functions which implies immediately, that thisfunctions admit a pseudocontinuation.De�nition 1 An ordered pair [�;	] of functions which belong to [H2(D)]q�q is calledleft (respectively, right) connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions if there is an inner q � qSchur function V such that	 = V �� (respectively, 	 = ��V ) (2)holds true �-a. e. on T. Every such function V is said to be an inner function whichrealizes this left (respectively, right) connection of [�;	].Remark 2 [�;	] is a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions if and only if [	;�] isa right connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions.Proposition 1 Let [�;	] be a left (respectively, right) connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions, and let V 2 Sq�q(D ) be an inner function which realizes this left (respectively,right) connection of [�;	]. Then both functions � and 	 admit pseudocontinuations �#and 	# which satisfy 	 = Vd�# and � = d	#V�respectively, 	 = d�#V and � = Vd	# � : (3)In particular, V is a left denominator of d�# and a right denominator of d	# (respectively,a right denominator of d�# and a left denominator of d	#).Proof. From Remark 1 and (2) we see that �# = b	 bV �1 (respectively, �# = bV �1 b	)is a pseudocontinuation of �, and that 	# = bV �1 b� (respectively, 	# = b� bV �1) is apseudocontinuation of 	. In view of H2(D ) � N+(D) the proof is complete. 2Remark 3 Let [�;	] be a left or right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions. Thendet � does not identically vanish if and only if det	 does not identically vanish.4



Lemma 1 Let [�;	] be a left (respectively, right) connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions.Suppose that the function det � does not identically vanish. Then det	 does not iden-tically vanish, and there is a unique inner function V 2 Sq�q(D ) which realizes the left(respectively, right) connection of [�;	]. This function V admits the representationsV = 	�d�#��1 and V = �d	#��1��respectively, V = �d�#��1	 and V = ��d	#��1 � : (4)Proof. From Proposition 1 we obtain that (3) holds. Thus the assumption that det �does not identically vanish and Remark 3 yield the asserted statements. 2Proposition 2 Let � be a function which belongs to [H2(D)]q�q and which admits apseudocontinuation �#. Let V be a left (respectively, right) denominator of d�#, and let	 := Vd�# (respectively, 	 := d�#V ). Then 	 belongs to [H2(D )]q�q , and [�;	] is a left(respectively, right) connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions where V is an inner functionwhich realizes this left (respectively, right) connection of [�;	].Proof. Since V is a left (respectively, right) denominator of d�# it follows that 	 andV belong to [N+(D )]q�q and [L1(T)]q�q respectively. On the other hand, we have � 2[L2(T)]q�q. In view of Remark 1, 	 = V �� holds �-almost everywhere on T. Hence	 2 [L2(T)]q�q. Thus the maximum modulus principle for the Smirnov class (see, e.g., [9]) provides that 	 even belongs to [H2(D)]q�q . The rest of the assertion followsimmediately. 2Proposition 3 Let � 2 [H2(D )]q�q and 	 2 [H2(D)]q�q be such that det� and det	do not identically vanish in D . Then the following statements are equivalent:(i) [�;	] is a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions.(ii) � admits a pseudocontinuation �# and V := 	(d�#)�1 is an inner q � q Schurfunction.(iii) 	 admits a pseudocontinuation 	# and W := (d	#)�1� is an inner q � q Schurfunction.Proof. (i)) (ii), (i)) (iii): Use Proposition 1 and Lemma 1.(ii)) (i): Because of (ii) we see Vd�# = 	 2 [H2(D )]q�q � [N+(D )]q�q . Therefore V isa left denominator of d�#. From Proposition 2 it follows (i).(iii)) (i): From (iii) we get d	#W = � 2 [N+(D)]q�q . Hence W is a right denominatorof d	#. Thus Proposition 2 shows that [	;�] is a right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions. Remark 2 then yields (i). 2Using Remark 2 the following analogous result can be immediately derived from Propo-sition 3.Proposition 4 Let � 2 [H2(D )]q�q and 	 2 [H2(D)]q�q be such that det� and det	do not identically vanish in D . Then the following statements are equivalent:5



(i) [�;	] is a right connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions.(ii) � admits a pseudocontinuation �# and V := (d�#)�1	 is an inner q � q Schurfunction.(iii) 	 admits a pseudocontinuation 	# and W := �(d	#)�1 is an inner q � q Schurfunction.3 Some Particular Consideration on Matrix-valued Cara-th�eodory FunctionsA function 
 : D �! C q�q is said to be a q � q Carath�eodory function (on D ) if 
is holomorphic in D and if Re 
(z) is nonnegative Hermitian for all z 2 D . The setCq(D) of all q � q Carath�eodory functions is a subset of [N+(D )]q�q (see [11, Corollary2]). In particular, every q � q Carath�eodory function 
 has radial boundary values 
with nonnegative Hermitian real part Re 
 �-almost everywhere on T. If 
 2 Cq(D ),then the matricial version of a famous theorem due to F. Riesz and Herglotz (see, e. g.,[8, Theorem 2.2.2]) provides that there is a unique nonnegative Hermitian-valued Borelmeasure F on the unit circle Tsuch that
(w) = ZTz + wz � wF (dz) + i Im [
(0)] (5)is satis�ed for all w 2 D . This nonnegative Hermitian-valued measure F is called the F.Riesz-Herglotz measure associated with 
. A q � q Carath�eodory function 
 (on D ) issaid to be absolutely continuous (respectively, singular) if the F. Riesz-Herglotz measureassociated with 
 is absolutely continuous (respectively, singular) with respect to thelinear Lebesgue-Borel measure � on T. In the following, we will use C(a)q (D ) (respectively,C(s)q (D )) in order to denote the set of all absolutely continuous (respectively, singular) q�qCarath�eodory functions. A function 
 2 Cq(D ) is called normalized if Im [
(0)] = 0q�q.We will write C2q (D ) for the set of all normalized q � q Carath�eodory functions (on D ).Lemma 2 Every singular q � q Carath�eodory function 
s admits a pseudocontinuation
#s , namely 
#s = �c
s, and ful�lls Re 
s = 0q�q �-almost everywhere on T.Proof. By virtue of [11, Lemma 4], the function Re 
s is a version of the Radon-Nikodymderivative of Fa with respect to (1=2�)� where Fa is the absolutely continuous part inthe Lebesgue decomposition of the F. Riesz-Herglotz measure associated with 
s withrespect to (1=2�)�. Since 
s is singular thus it follows Re 
s = 0q�q �-almost everywhereon T. Because of Cq(D) � [NM(D)]q�q we see that g := �c
s belongs to [NM(E)]q�q .From Remark 1 we get �nallyg = �
�s = �2(Re 
s) + 
s = 
s (6)�-almost everywhere on T. 2Lemma 3 Let � 2 [L1(T)]q�q be such that �(z) is nonnegative Hermitian for �-almostall z 2 T. Then 
� : D �! C q�q given by
�(w) := 12� ZTz + wz � w�(z)�(dz) (7)6



belongs to C(a)q (D ) \ C2q (D ) and satis�es Re 
� = � �-almost everywhere on T. The F.Riesz-Herglotz measure F associated with 
� admits the representationF (B) = 12� ZB � d� (8)for every Borel subset B of T.Proof. Let F : BT�! C q�q be given by (8). Then it is readily checked that F is aHermitian-valued Borel measure on Twhich satis�es
�(w) = 12� ZTz + wz � wF (dz)for all w 2 D . Thus one can easily see that 
� belongs to C(a)q (D ) \ C2q (D ). Lemma 4 in[11] yields �nally that Re 
� = � holds �-almost everywhere on T. 2If � and � are functions which belong to [L1(T)]q�q, which have nonnegative Hermitianvalues �-almost everywhere on T and which satisfy � = � �-almost everywhere on T,then the functions 
� and 
� given by (7) coincide, i. e., the function 
� depends onlyon the equivalence class h�i of all functions � : T�! C q�q which ful�ll � = � �-almosteverywhere on T. In the following, we will continue to use this notation h�i. Moreover,we will write 
h�i for the function which is given by 
h�i := 
� and (7).Lemma 4 Let � 2 [L1(T)]q�q be such that �(z) is nonnegative Hermitian for �-almostall z 2 T. Then the set Cq;h�i := f
 2 Cq(D) : hRe 
i = h�ig (9)admits the representation Cq;h�i = f
h�i + 
s : 
s 2 C(s)q (D)g : (10)Proof. For each 
 2 Cq(D ), let F
 be the F. Riesz-Herglotz measure associated with
, and let F
;a (respectively, F
;s) be the absolutely continuous part (respectively,the singular part) of F
 in the Lebesgue decomposition of F
 with respect to (1=2�)�.According to Lemma 2, we have Re 
s = 0q�q �-almost everywhere on T for everysingular q � q Carath�eodory function 
s. Applying Lemma 3 we then see that, for each
s 2 C(s)q (D), the function 
 := 
h�i + 
s belongs to Cq;h�i. Conversely, now assumethat 
 is an arbitrary function which belongs to Cq;h�i. Using the arguments mentionedabove then we see that 
2 := 
�
h�i is a function which is holomorphic in D and whichful�lls
2(w) = 12� ZTz + wz � wRe 
(z)�(dz) + ZTz + wz � wF
;s(dz)� 12� ZTz + wz � w�(z)�(dz)= ZTz + wz � wF
;s(dz)for all w 2 D . Thus 
2 is a singular q�q Carath�eodory function satisfying 
 = 
h�i+
s.2If � belongs to [H2(D)]q�q , then both functions � �� and ��� belong to [L1(T)]q�q. Inview of Lemma 4 we then introduce the following notion.7



De�nition 2 If � 2 [H2(D )]q�q , then the set Cq;h���i (respectively, Cq;h���i) de�ned by(9) is called the subclass of Cq(D) which is left (respectively, right) generated by �.Remark 4 (a) Let [�;	] be a left connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions. Then thesubclass of Cq(D ) which is left generated by � coincides with the subclass of Cq(D) whichis right generated by 	.(b) Let [�;	] be a right connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions. Then the subclass ofCq(D) which is right generated by � coincides with the subclass of Cq(D) which is leftgenerated by 	.Lemma 5 Let � be a function which belongs to [H2(D )]q�q and which admit a pseudocon-tinuation �#. Then every function 
 that belongs to Cq;h���i admits a pseudocontinuation
#, namely 
# = 2�# b�� b
.Proof. Let 
 2 Cq;h���i, i. e., 
 belongs to Cq(D) and satis�es 
 + 
� = 2� �� �-almost everywhere on T. Since [H2(D )]q�q and Cq(D) are subsets of [NM(D)]q�q , thefunction g := 2�# b� � b
 belongs to [NM(E)]q�q . From Remark 1 we then see thatg = 2� ���
� = 
 �-almost everywhere on T. Hence g is a pseudocontinuation of 
. 2Analogously, the following result can be proved.Lemma 6 Let � be a function which belongs to [H2(D )]q�q and which admit a pseudocon-tinuation �#. Then every function 
 that belongs to Cq;h���i admits a pseudocontinuation
#, namely 
# = 2b��# � b
.4 Some Remarks on J-inner FunctionsThroughout this section, let m be a positive integer, and let J be an m�m signature ma-trix, i. e., J belongs to Cm�m and satis�es as well J = J� as J2 = I . A matrix A 2 Cm�mis called J-contractive if B := J � A�JA is nonnegative Hermitian. If A 2 Cm�m evensatis�es A�JA = J , then A is said to be J-unitary. The Potapov class PJ(D ) consists ofall m�m matrix-valued functions W which satisfy the following three conditions:(i) W is meromorphic in D .(ii) The function detW does not identically vanish in D .(iii) For each z which belongs to the set HW of all points of analyticity of W , the matrixW (z) is J-contractive.The Potapov class PJ(D ) is a subclass of [NM(D )]m�m (see, e. g., [10, Corollary 2]).In particular, every function W which belongs to PJ(D) has radial boundary values W�-almost everywhere on T. If W 2 PJ(D) satis�es W �JW = J �-almost everywhere onT, then W is said to be a J-inner function.Remark 5 Every J-inner function W admits a pseudocontinuation W# (into E). Foreach z 2 E which ful�lls 1=z 2 HW and detW (1=z) 6= 0 this pseudocontinuation W#admits the representation W#(z) = J [W (1=z)]��J.8



Now we will focus our attention to the special 2q � 2q signature matrixjqq := diag (Iq;�Iq) : (11)In the sequel, when we will consider a 2q�2q complex matrixW or a 2q�2q matrix-valuedfunction W , then we will often work with the q � q block partitionW = " W11 W12W21 W22 # (12)of W . Furthermore, if a 2q� 2q matrix-valued function W is given, then we will use HWto denote the set of all points of analyticity of W .A useful tool to treat problems which are formulated for functions which belong toPjqq(D)is the transformation into the Schur class. The following result gives a summary of factswhich are useful to do this.Proposition 5 Let W 2 Pjqq(D). Then the following statements are ful�lled:(a) For each z 2 HW , the inequalities detW22(z) 6= 0, det[W22(z) +W21(z)] 6= 0 anddet[W22(z) +W12(z)] 6= 0 hold true. Moreover, the functions det(dW#11 + dW#12) anddet(dW#11 + dW#21) do not identically vanish.(b) The function S := " W11 �W12W�122 W21 W12W�122�W�122 W21 W�122 # (13)belongs to the Schur class S2q�2q(D ). In particular, S11 := W11 � W12W�122 W21,S12 := W12W�122 , S21 := �W�122 W21 and S22 := W�122 are matrix-valued Schurfunctions, whereby S12 and S21 are even strictly contractive.(c) The functions detS11 and detS22 do not identically vanish.(d) HW = fz 2 D : detS22(z) 6= 0g.(e) IfW is a jqq-inner function, then S is an inner function and the following identitiesare valid: S12 = (dW#11)�1dW#21 ; S21 = �dW#12(dW#11)�1 and S11 = (dW#11)�1: (14)A proof of the results stated in Proposition 5 is given in [3], [13], [7] and [10]. Observe thatthe function S de�ned by (13) is called the Potapov-Ginzburg transform ofW (with respectto jqq). In some sense, the following result, which can be veri�ed by straightforwardcalculation, is a converse statement to part (b) of Proposition 5.Proposition 6 Let W be an inner 2q�2q Schur function, and let (12) be the q�q blockpartition of W . Suppose that detW22 does not identically vanish. Then S given by (13)is a jqq-inner function. 9



5 An Analysis of the Block Structure of jqq-inner Func-tionsIn this section, we investigate the inner block structure of jqq-inner functions. We willgive a representation of such functions in terms of a pair of Hardy functions and a singularCarath�eodory function.Proposition 7 Let W be a jqq-inner function. Then:(a) The pair [�W;l;	W;l] given by�W;l := (W22 +W21)�1 and 	W;l := (dW#11 + dW#12)�1 (15)is a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions, whereVW;l := (W11 +W12)(W22 +W21)�1 (16)is the unique inner q � q Schur function which realizes this left connection.(b) Both functions �W;l and 	W;l admit pseudocontinuations �#W;l and 	#W;l, respec-tively, and satisfy the identitiesVW;l d�#W;l = 	W;l and d	#W;lVW;l = �W;l : (17)(c) The function 
W;l := (W22 +W21)�1(W22 �W21) (18)belongs to the subclass Cq;h�W;l ��W;li of Cq(D) which is left generated by �W;l andwhich admits the representation
W;l = (I +W�122 W21)�1(I �W�122 W21) : (19)Proof. From Proposition 5 we see that S11 := (dW#11)�1, S22 := W�122 , S12 := (dW#11)�1 dW#21and S21 := �W�122 W21 are (well-de�ned) q � q Schur functions where both functions S12and S21 are even strictly contractive. In view of a result due to Arov [3] we can concludethat T21 := I�S21 and T12 := I+S12 are outer functions in [H1(D)]q�q . Thus (I�S21)�1and (I +S12)�1 are outer functions in [N+(D)]q�q . Since N+(D ) is an algebra over D , weget from the identities�W;l = (I � S21)�1S22 and 	W;l = (I + S12)�1S11 (20)that �W;l and 	W;l belong to [N+(D )]q�q . Thus, according to the maximum modulusprinciple for the Smirnov class (see, e. g., [9]), it is su�cient to verify that the radialboundary functions �W;l and 	W;l of �W;l and 	W;l, respectively, belong to [L2(T)]q�qin order to prove that �W;l and 	W;l belong to [H2(D)]q�q . Since 
W;l admits the repre-sentation 
W;l = (I � S21)�1(I + S21) the function 
W;l belongs to Cq(D ) (see, e. g., [8,Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3]). Since W has jqq-unitary radial boundary values �-almost10



everywhere onT, we obtain from a result due to Potapov [16] (see also [8, Theorem 1.3.3])that W � has jqq-unitary values �-almost everywhere on T. Consequently, we haveW22 W �22 �W21 W �21 = I (21)�-almost everywhere on Tand henceRe 
W;l = 12(
W;l +
�W;l) = (W22 +W21)�1(W22 W �22 �W21 W �21)(W22 +W21)��= �W;l ��W;l (22)�-almost everywhere on T. From [11, Lemma 4] we know that Re 
W;l belongs to[L1(T)]q�q. Thus the identity (22) provides �W;l 2 [L2(T)]q�q. Therefore, �W;l 2[H2(D)]q�q is veri�ed. Let e := (Iq; Iq). Since W is a jqq-inner function, the functiong := e(jqq �W �jqqW )e� has nonnegative Hermitian values the radial boundary values ofwhich ful�ll g = 0q�q �-almost everywhere on T. Using the block form of this inequalityand this equality, one can easily verify that VW;l is an inner q�q Schur function. Since Whas jqq-unitary radial boundary values �-almost everywhere on Twe get from Remark 1that VW;l ��1W;l = 	��W;l and hence 	W;l = VW;l ��W;l �-almost everywhere on T. Taking intoaccount that VW;l is an inner q � q Schur function and that �W;l belongs to [L2(T)]q�qwe thus see that 	W;l also belongs to [L2(T)]q�q. Hence 	W;l belongs to [H2(D )]q�q .Consequently, we get that [�W;l;	W;l] is a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions.In view of Lemma 1 it follows that VW;l is the unique inner function which realizes thisleft connection. Proposition 1 yields that �W;l and 	W;l admit pseudocontinuations andthat (17) holds true. Finally, since the q� q Carath�eodory function 
W;l satis�es (22) wesee that 
W;l belongs to Cq;h�W;l ��W;li. 2Analogously to Proposition 7 the following result can be proved.Proposition 8 Let W be a jqq-inner function. Then:(a) The pair [�W;r;	W;r] given by�W;r := (W22 +W12)�1 and 	W;r := (dW#11 + dW#21)�1 (23)is a right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions, whereVW;r := (W22 +W12)�1(W11 +W21) (24)is the unique inner q � q Schur function which realizes this right connection.(b) Both functions �W;r and 	W;r admit pseudocontinuations �#W;r and 	#W;r, respec-tively, and satisfy the identities[�#W;rVW;r = 	W;r and VW;r[	#W;r = �W;r : (25)(c) The function 
W;r := (W22 �W12)(W22+W12)�1 (26)belongs to the subclass Cq;h��W;r �W;ri of Cq(D ) which is right generated by �W;r andwhich admits the representation
W;r = (I �W12W�122 )(I +W12W�122 )�1 : (27)11



Propositions 7 and 8 lead us to the following notions.De�nition 3 Let W be a jqq-inner function.(a) The pair [�W;l;	W;l] given by (15) (respectively, [�W;r;	W;r] given by (23)) is calledthe left (respectively, right) connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions generated by W .(b) The function 
W;l given by (18) (respectively, 
W;r given by (26)) is said to be theleft (respectively, right) q � q Carath�eodory function generated by W .Proposition 9 Let W be a jqq-inner function, and let [�W;l;	W;l] be the left connectedpair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions generated by W . Then:(a) The left q � q Carath�eodory function 
W;l generated by W can be represented via
W;l = (dW#11 � dW#12)(dW#11 + dW#12)�1 : (28)Moreover, 
W;l admits a pseudocontinuation 
#W;l which satis�es the identities
W;l + d
#W;l = 2�W;l d�#W;l (29)and d
#W;l = (W11 +W12)�1(W11 �W12) : (30)(b) The function 
W;l;s := 
W;l � 
h�W;l ��W;li (31)is a singular q � q Carath�eodory function.Proof. From Remark 5 we know that all the q�q matrix-valued functions W11,W12, W21and W22 admit pseudocontinuations. Hence V := W22 �W21 admits a pseudocontinua-tion. On the other hand, we know from Proposition 1, that �W;l admits a pseudocontin-uation. As the product of the pseudocontinuable functions �W;l and V the function 
W;ladmits a pseudocontinuation 
#W;l as well. From Proposition 7 we see that 
W;l belongsto Cq;h�W;l ��W;li. In particular, we have Re 
W;l = �W;l ��W;l �-almost everywhere on T.Thus Remark 1 implies (29). Moreover, since W is jqq-unitary �-almost everywhere onT, we get W21 W �11 �W22 W �12 = 0 �-a. e. on T (32)and hence(W22 �W21)(W11 +W12)� = (W22 +W21)(W11�W12)� �-a. e. on T: (33)Using Remark 1 we thus obtain(W22 �W21)(dW#11 + dW#12) = (W22 +W21)(dW#11 � dW#12) : (34)From Proposition 5 then it follows (28). Remark 1 implies
�W;l = [(W �11 �W �12)(W �11+W �12)�1]� (35)and consequently (30). Finally, the assertion stated in part (b) is an immediate conse-quence of 
W;l 2 Cq;h�W;l ��W;li and Lemma 4. 2Similarly to Proposition 9, an analogous result for right connected pairs of [H2(D)]q�q -functions can be proved. 12



Proposition 10 Let W be a jqq-inner function, and let [�W;r;	W;r] be the right con-nected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions generated by W . Then:(a) The right q � q Carath�eodory function 
W;r generated by W can be represented via
W;r = (dW#11 + dW#21)�1(dW#11 � dW#21) : (36)Moreover, 
W;r admits a pseudocontinuation 
#W;r which satis�es the identities
W;r +[
#W;r = 2[�#W;r�W;r (37)and [
#W;r = (W11 �W21)(W11 +W21)�1 : (38)(b) The function 
W;r;s := 
W;r � 
h��W;r �W;ri (39)is a singular q � q Carath�eodory function.De�nition 4 Let W be a jqq-inner function. Then 
W;l;s de�ned by (31) (respectively,
W;r;s de�ned by (39)) is called the left (respectively, right) singular q � q Carath�eodoryfunction generated by W .Theorem 1 Let W be a jqq-inner function, let [�W;l;	W;l] and 
W;l be the left con-nected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions and the left q�q Carath�eodory function, respectively,generated by W . Then W admits the representationW = 12 � diag �( d	#W;l)�1;��1W;l� � " I + d
#W;l I � d
#W;lI � 
W;l I +
W;l # : (40)If [�;	] is a left connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions such that the function det � doesnot identically vanish in D and if 
 is a q � q Carath�eodory function which admits apseudocontinuation 
# such that the representationW = 12 � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i � " I +d
# I �d
#I � 
 I +
 # (41)of W is satis�ed, then � = �W;l, 	 = 	W;l and 
 = 
W;l.Proof. In view of Remark 1, it is su�cient to verifyW = 12 � diag h	��W;l;��1W;li � " I + 
�W;l I � 
�W;lI � 
W;l I +
W;l # �-a. e. on T (42)in order to prove (40). However, according to Remark 1 and equation (30) we get12	��W;l(I +
�W;l) = 12(W11 +W12)[I + (W11 +W12)�1(W11 �W12)]= W11 13



and analogously12	��W;l(I � 
�W;l) = W12 ; 12��1W;l(I � 
W;l) = W21 ; 12��1W;l(I +
W;l) = W22�-almost everywhere on T. Thus (42) and hence (40) are checked. Now assume that[�;	] is a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions such that det� does not identicallyvanish in D . Then Proposition 1 shows that detd	# does not identically vanish in D .Further assume that 
 is a pseudocontinuable q�q Carath�eodory function such that (41)is ful�lled. Then W21 +W22 = 12��1[(I � 
)+ (I + 
)] = ��1 (43)and therefore � = �W;l. Using (43) andW22 �W21 = 12��1[(I + 
)� (I � 
)] = ��1
 ;we can conclude that 
 = (W22+W21)�1W22�W21 = 
W;l. Moreover, we see from (41)that W11 +W12 = 12(d	#)�1[(I +d
#) + (I �d
#)] = (d	#)�1and consequently d	# = (W11 +W12)�1. This implies �nally 	 = 	W;l. 2Corollary 1 Let W be a jqq-inner function. Then there exist a unique left connected pair[�;	] of [H2(D )]q�q -functions such that the functions det� and det	 do not identicallyvanish in D and a unique singular q � q Carath�eodory function 
s such thatW = 12 � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i � 24 I + \
#h���i +d
#s I � \
#h���i �d
#sI � 
h���i � 
s I +
h���i + 
s 35 ; (44)namely the left connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions and the left singular q�q Carath�eo-dory function generated by W .Proof. From Lemma 2 we know that every singular q � q Carath�eodory function admitsa pseudocontinuation. Further we can conclude from Proposition 1 and Lemma 5 that
h���i also admits a pseudocontinuation. Thus the application of Theorem 1 and Lemma4 provides the assertion. 2Analogously to Theorem 1 the following result can be veri�ed.Theorem 2 Let W be a jqq-inner function, let [�W;r;	W;r] and 
W;r be the right con-nected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions and the right q�q Carath�eodory function, respectively,generated by W . Then W admits the representationW = 12 � 24 I +[
#W;r I � 
W;rI �[
#W;r I +
W;r 35 � diag �([	#W;r)�1;��1W;r� : (45)14



If [�;	] is a right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions such that the function det �does not identically vanish in D and if 
 is a q � q Carath�eodory function which admitsa pseudocontinuation 
# such that the representationW = 12 � " I +d
# I � 
I �d
# I + 
 # � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i (46)of W is satis�ed, then � = �W;r, 	 = 	W;r and 
 = 
W;r.Corollary 2 Let W be a jqq-inner function. Then there exist a unique right connectedpair [�;	] of [H2(D)]q�q -functions such that the functions det � and det	 do not iden-tically vanish in D and a unique singular q � q Carath�eodory function 
s such thatW = 12 � 264 I + \
#h���i +d
#s I � 
h���i � 
sI � \
#h���i �d
#s I +
h���i +
s 375 � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i ; (47)namely the right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions and the right singular q � qCarath�eodory function generated by W .Proof. In view of Lemmas 2 and 6 and Proposition 1, the assertion follows easily fromTheorem 2 and Lemma 4. We omit the details. 2Corollaries 1 and 2 lead us to the following notions.De�nition 5 Let W be a jqq-inner function.(a) The triple [�l;	l;
l;s] where [�l;	l] is the left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functionsgenerated by W and where 
l;s is the left singular q � q Carath�eodory function generatedby W is called the left ADD-parametrization of W .(b) The triple [�r;	r;
r;s] where [�r;	r] is the right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions generated by W and where 
r;s is the right singular q�q Carath�eodory functiongenerated by W is said to be the right ADD-parametrization of W .Theorem 3 Let [�;	] be a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions such that thefunction det � does not identically vanish. Further, let 
 2 Cq;h���i. Then 
 admits apseudocontinuation 
# andW := 12 � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i � " I +d
# I �d
#I � 
 I +
 # (48)is a jqq-inner function. Moreover, [�;	] and 
 are the left connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions and the left q � q Carath�eodory function, respectively, generated by W . If V isthe (unique) inner q � q Schur function which realizes the left connection of [�;	], thenthe Potapov-Ginzburg transform S of W admits the representationS = " 2	(I + 
)�1 V � 2	(I +
)�1��(I � 
)(I +
)�1 2(I + 
)�1� # : (49)15



Proof. Since 
 belongs to Cq;h���i and the function det � does not identically vanish inD , the functions det(
 + 
�) and det	 do not identically vanish in D . Using Remark 4and the identities 
(
 + 
�)�1 +
�(
 + 
�)�1 = I and
(
 + 
�)�1
� � 
�(
+ 
�)�1
= [
(
 + 
�)�1
� + 
�(
 + 
�)�1
�]� [
�(
+ 
�)�1
� +
�(
+ 
�)�1
]= 
� � 
� = 0 ;which hold true �-almost everywhere on T, we obtain that14(I +
)(	�	)�1(I +
�)� (I � 
�)(� ��)�1(I � 
)= 12[(I +
)(
+ 
�)�1(I +
�)� (I � 
�)(
+ 
�)�1(I � 
)] = I (50)and 14(I � 
)(	�	)�1(I � 
�)� (I +
�)(� ��)�1(I + 
) = �I (51)are valid �-almost everywhere on T. Applying the same arguments we also get theequations (I +
)(	�	)�1(I � 
�)� (I � 
�)(� ��)�1(I + 
) = 0 (52)and (I � 
)(	�	)�1(I +
�)� (I +
�)(� ��)�1(I � 
) = 0 (53)are satis�ed �-almost everywhere on T. In view of (50), (51), (52), (53) and Remark 1,then it followsW �jqqW = 14 " I + 
 I � 
�I � 
 I +
� # diag h	�1	��;������1i " I + 
� I � 
�I � 
 I + 
 #= jqq �-a. e. on T : (54)Let W be partitioned into q � q blocks via (12). Our following considerations are aimedto show that S11 := W11 �W12W�122 W21 ; S12 := W12W�122 (55)and S21 := �W�122 W21 ; S22 :=W�122 (56)are well-de�ned functions which belong to [N+(D )]q�q . Obviously, W22 = 12��1(I + 
).Since 
 belongs to Cq(D ), we can conclude that detW22 does not identically vanish in D(see, e. g., [8, Part (a) of Proposition 2.1.3]) and that S22 is a well-de�ned function whichadmits the representation S22 = 2(I +
)�1� : (57)From [11, Proposition 3] we know that (I + 
)�1 is an outer function in Sq�q(D ). SinceSq�q(D) and [H2(D )]q�q are subsets of [N+(D )]q�q and because N+(D ) is an algebra overC , we see then that S22 belongs to [N+(D)]q�q . An easy calculation showsS21 = �(I � 
)(I +
)�1 : (58)16



Since 
 2 Cq(D ) thus S21 belongs to Sq�q(D) and therefore to [N+(D )]q�q (see, e. g., [8,Part (b) of Proposition 2.1.3]). From Proposition 1 we know that(d	#)�1� = V : (59)Because of 
 2 Cq;h���i and Remark 4 we have 
 2 Cq;h	�	i. Hence 	� = 12(
 +
�)	�1 �-almost everywhere on T. Thus Lemma 5 and Remark 1 imply that 
 admitsa pseudocontinuation 
# for which the identity d	# = 12(
+d
#)	�1 and consequently(d	#)�1 = 2	(
 +d
#)�1 (60)are valid. Using (48), (59) and (60) we obtainS12 = (d	#)�1(I �d
#)(I +
)�1�= (d	#)�1[(I + 
)� (
 +d
#)](I +
)�1�= (d	#)�1�� (d	#)�1(
 +d
#)(I +
)�1�= V � 2	(I +
)�1� : (61)Since V , 	, (I + 
)�1 and � belong to [N+(D )]q�q we thus see that S12 belongs to[N+(D )]q�q as well. Since W has jqq-unitary radial boundary values �-almost everywhereon T, we obtain that detW11 6= 0, detW22 6= 0 and W11�� = W11 �W12W�122 W21 = S11hold �-almost everywhere on T. In view of Remark 1 this implies (dW#11)�1 = S11. On theother hand, formula (48) providesdW#11 = 12(I +
)	�1 : (62)Consequently S11 = 2	(I +
)�1 : (63)The same arguments as above yield then S11 2 [N+(D )]q�q . Therefore all the functionsS11, S12, S21 and S22 belong to [N+(D )]q�q . In view of (54) then from Arov's fundamentalresult (see [3]) it follows that W is a jqq-inner function. According to (48) we haveW12 = 12(d	#)�1(I � d
#) and hence dW#12 = 12(I � 
)	�1. Using (62) we thus obtaindW#11 + dW#12 = 	�1. Because the identity W21 +W22 = ��1 is also valid, we can see that[�;	] is the left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions associated with W . Lemma 1and (59) show that V is the inner function which realizes this left connection. Obviously,W22 � W21 = ��1
 and therefore (W22 + W21)�1(W22 � W21) = 
, i. e., 
 is theq � q Carath�eodory function which is left generated by W . Finally, we observe that(55), (56), (57), (58), (61) and (63) provide immediately the representation (49) of thePotapov-Ginzburg transform S of W . 2Theorem 4 Let [�;	] be a right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions such that thefunctions det� does not identically vanish. Further, let 
 2 Cq;h���i. Then 
 admits apseudocontinuation 
# andW := 12 � " I +d
# I � 
I �d
# I + 
 # � diag h(d	#)�1;��1i (64)17



is a jqq-inner function. Moreover, [�;	] and 
 are the right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions and the right q � q Carath�eodory function, respectively, generated by W . If Vis the (unique) inner q � q Schur function which realizes the right connection of [�;	],then the Potapov-Ginzburg transform S of W admits the representationS = " 2(I +
)�1	 (I + 
)�1(I � 
)�V + 2�(I + 
)�1	 2�(I +
)�1 # : (65)Theorem 5 Let [�;	] be a left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functions such that thefunction det � does not identically vanish, and let 
s be a singular q � q Carath�eodoryfunction. Then there is a unique jqq-inner function W such that [�;	;
s] is the leftADD-parametrization of W .Proof. Lemma 4 shows that 
 := 
h���i+
s belongs to Cq;h���i. Theorem 3 yields thenthatW given by (44) is a jqq-inner function, that [�;	] and 
 are the left connected pair of[H2(D)]q�q -functions and the left q�q Carath�eodory function, respectively, generated byW . Thus [�;	;
s] is the left ADD-parametrization of W . On the other hand, Corollary1 provides that there is at most one jqq-inner function the left ADD-parametrization ofwhich is exactly [�;	;
s]. 2Theorem 6 Let [�;	] be a right connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functions such that thefunction det � does not identically vanish, and let 
s be a singular q � q Carath�eodoryfunction. Then there is a unique jqq-inner function W such that [�;	;
s] is the rightADD-parametrization of W .Proof. Using Lemma 4, Theorem 4 and Corollary 2, one can easily prove Theorem 6analogously to the proof of Theorem 5. 26 Construction of jqq-inner Functions by Given Left andRight Carath�eodory FunctionsLet � : T�! C q�q be a function which is integrable with respect to the linear Legesgue-Borel measure � on T and which satis�es �(z) 2 C q�q� for �-almost all z 2 T. Thena function � 2 [H2(D)]q�q is called a left (respectively, right) spectral factor of h�i if� �� = � �-almost everywhere on T. (respectively, ��� = � �-almost everywhere onT). It is said to be normalized if �(0) 2 C q�q� . If12� ZTlog(det�)d� > �1 ; (66)then Masani [14] proved that there are a unique normalized left spectral factor �0 of� and a unique normalized right spectral factor 	0 of �, and, moreover, that everyleft spectral factor � of � and every right spectral factor 	 of � are outer functions in[H2(D)]q�q .Remark 6 Let � be a function which belongs to [NM(D)]q�q . Then det � does notidentically vanish if and only if12� ZTlog(det j�j)d� > �1(see, e. g., [9]). 18



We know from Lemma 4 in [11] that, for each 
 2 Cq(D), the function Re 
 belongs to[L1(T)]q�q. Thus a q � q Carath�eodory function is called a q � q Carath�eodory functionof �nite entropy if 12� ZTlog[det(Re 
)]d� > �1 : (67)If 
 2 Cq(D ) admits a pseudocontinuation 
#, then we see from Remarks 1 and 6 that
 is a q � q Carath�eodory function of �nite entropy if and only if det(
 +d
#) does notidentically vanish.In some sense, the following lemma can be considered as converse statement to Lemmas5 and 6.Lemma 7 Let 
 be a q � q Carath�eodory function of �nite entropy. Suppose that 
admits a pseudocontinuation 
#. Then:(a) Every left spectral factor � of hRe 
i admits a pseudoconitnuation �#, namely�# = 12(
# + b
)d��1.(b) Every right spectral factor 	 of hRe 
i admits a pseudoconitnuation 	#, namely	# = 12 d	�1(
# + b
).Proof. (a) Let � be a left spectral factor of hRe 
i. Then � is an outer function whichbelongs to [H2(D)]q�q and which ful�lls 
 + 
� = 2� �� �-almost everywhere on T.Remark 1 shows that the function g := 12(
#+b
)d��1 belongs to [NM(E)]q�q and satis�esg = 12(
 + 
�)��� = � �-almost everywhere on T. Hence g is a pseudocontinuation of�.(b) This part can be analogously proved. We omit the details. 2.Theorem 7 Let 
 be a q � q Carath�eodory function of �nite entropy. Suppose that 
admits a pseudocontinuation 
#. Let �l be a left spectral factor of hRe 
i, and let Vl bea left denominator of d�#l . ThenW := 12diag hVl��1l ;��1l i � " I +d
# I �d
#I � 
 I +
 # (68)is a jqq-inner function the left q � q Carath�eodory function generated of which is 
.Moreover, [�l;	l] where 	l := Vld�#l is the left connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functionsgenerated by W .Proof. Since �l is a left spectral factor of hRe 
i we have 
 2 Ch�l �l�i. Because of the factthat �l is an outer function in [H2(D)]q�q , the function det �l does not identically vanish.From Proposition 2 we see that [�l;	l] is a left connected pair of [H2(D)]q�q -functionswhere Vl is an inner function which realizes this left connection. According to Proposition1, then we infer that 	l admits a pseudocontinuation which satis�es (d	#l )�1 = Vl��1l .The application of Theorem 3 completes the proof. 2Using Theorem 4 the following result can be analogously proved.19



Theorem 8 Let 
 be a q � q Carath�eodory function of �nite entropy. Suppose that 
admits a pseudocontinuation 
#. Let �r be a right spectral factor of hRe 
i, and let Vrbe a right denominator of d�#r . ThenW := 12 " I +d
# I � 
I �d
# I +
 # � diag h��1r Vr;��1r i (69)is a jqq-inner function the right q � q Carath�eodory function generated of which is 
.Moreover, [�r;	r] where 	r := d�#r Vr is the right connected pair of [H2(D )]q�q -functionsgenerated by W .Obviously, for each f 2 Sp�q(D ), the functions I�f f � and I�f�f are bounded �-almosteverywhere onT. Hence both functions belong to [L1(T)]p�p and [L1(T)]q�q, respectively.In view of this fact, a function f 2 Sp�q(D ) is called a p�q Schur function of �nite entropyif 12� ZTlog[det(I � f f�)]d� > �1 : (70)Because det(I �KK�) = det" Ip KK� Iq # = det(I �K�K)holds true for every contractive p�q complex matrix K, a function f 2 Sp�q(D ) is a p�qSchur function of �nite entropy if and only if12� ZTlog[det(I � f�f)]d� > �1 :Remark 7 If f is a p � q Schur function which admits a pseudocontinuation f#, thenthe following statements are equivalent:(i) det(I � f cf#) does not identically vanish.(ii) det(I � cf#f) does not identically vanish.(iii) f is a p� q Schur function of �nite entropy.Lemma 8 Let 
 2 Cq(D). Then det(I + 
) nowhere vanishes in D and the functionf := (I � 
)(I + 
)�1 belongs to Sq�q(D). The function 
 admits a pseudocontinuationif and only if f admits a pseudocontinuation. Moreover, 
 has �nite entropy if and onlyif f has �nite entropy.A proof of Lemma 8 is given in [12, Lemmas 1 { 3].Proposition 11 Let f 2 Sp�q(D). Suppose that f admits a pseudocontinuation f#. Let� := I � f cf# and � := I � cf#f . Assume that det � does not identically vanish. Let � bethe unique normalized left spectral factor of h�i, and let  be the unique normalized rightspectral factor of h�i. Further, let b 2 Sp�p(D) and c 2 Sq�q(D) be such thatc cf#��1�b 2 [N+(D )]q�p : (71)Then U := diag [Ip; c] � 24 � f� cf#��1�  35 � diag [b; Iq]is an inner (p+ q)� (p+ q) Schur function.20



Proof. In view of Sp�q(D) � [N+(D )]p�q , [H2(D)]p�p � [N+(D)]p�p and the fact that theSmirnov class is an algebra over C , we get that �b 2 [N+(D)]p�p , f 2 [N+(D)]p�q andc 2 [N+(D)]q�q . Thus, in view of (71), we haveU 2 [N+(D )](p+q)�(p+q) : (72)Using Remark 1 it is readily checked thatU U� = " � �� + f f� (I � � ����1)f  �cc f�(I � ��1� ��) c (I + f���1� ����1f) �c� # (73)holds true �-almost everywhere on T. Obviously, Remark 1 also provides that� �� + f f� = I ; I � ��1� �� = 0 (74)and I + f���1� ����1f = I + f�(I � f f �)�1f = (I � f�f)�1 =  �1 �� (75)is valid �-almost everywhere on T. Hence we infer from (73), (74) and (75) thatU U� = I �-a. e. on T: (76)Applying the maximum modulus principle for the Smirnov class (see, e. g., [9]), we getfrom (72) and (76) that U belongs to S(p+q)�(p+q)(D ). 2Theorem 9 Let 
1 and 
2 be q � q Carath�eodory functions of �nite entropy. Supposethat both functions 
1 and 
2 admit pseudocontinuations. Then f1 := (I�
1)(I+
1)�1and f2 := (I�
2)(I+
2)�1 are pseudocontinuable q�q Schur functions of �nite entropy.In particular, �1 := I � f1cf#1 , �2 := I � f2cf#2 , �1 := I � cf#1 f1 and �2 := I � cf#2 f2 arefunctions whose determinants do not identically vanish. Let �1 and �2 be the uniquenormalized left spectral factors of h�1i and h�2i, respectively, and let  1 and  2 be theunique normalized right spectral factors of h�1i and h�2i, respectively. Then the followingstatements are equivalent:(i) There exists a jqq-inner functionW such that 
1 and 
2 are the left q�q Carath�eodoryfunction generated by W and the right q�q Carath�eodory function generated by W ,respectively.(ii) There are inner q � q Schur functions b1 and c2 such that f1 = c2 2cf#2 ��12 �2b2.(iii) There are inner q � q Schur functions c1 and b2 such that f2 = c1 1cf#1 ��11 �1b1.Proof. From Lemma 8 we see that f1 and f2 are pseudocontinuable q� q Schur functionsof �nite entropy. Thus we obtain from Remark 7 that the functions det�1, det �1, det �2and det �2 do not identically vanish.(i)) (ii) : Let (i) be satis�ed. From Propositions 5, 7 and 8 we obtain
1 = (I � S21)(I + S21)�1 and 
2 = (I � S12)(I + S12)�1 (77)21



where S21 := �W�122 W21 and S12 := W12W�122 are strictly contractive q�q Schur functions.Using a property of the Cayley transform (see, e. g., [8, Lemma 1.3.12]) we thus inferS21 = �(I � 
1)(I +
1)�1 = �f1 and S12 = (I � 
2)(I +
2)�1 = f2 : (78)Parts (b) and (e) of Proposition 5 show that the Potapov-Ginzburg transfrom S of Wis an inner 2q � 2q Schur function. Setting S11 := W11 �W12W�122 W21 and S22 := W�122then we see in particular that detS11 does not identically vanish and thatI � S12 S�12 = S11 S�11 ; S21 = �S22 S�12 S��11 (79)and I � S�12 S12 = S�22 S22 (80)hold �-almost everywhere on T. In view of Remark 1 and (78) thus it followsS22 f�2 �2�1S11 = S22 S�12(I � S12 S�12)�1S11= S22 S�12 S��11 = �S21 = f1 �-a. e. on T: (81)Hence we can conclude from Remark 1 thatS22cf#2 ��12 S11 = f1 : (82)From part (b) of Proposition 5 we know that both functions S11 and S22 belong to[H2(D)]q�q . According to Masani's factorization theorem [14], there are unique innerq � q Schur functions b2 and c2, and there are unique normalized outer functions �22 and 22 which belong to [H2(D )]q�q such that S11 = �22 b2 and S22 = c2 22 . Therefore theequation (82) can be written as f1 = c2 22 cf#2 ��12 �22 b2 : (83)Using (79), (80) and Remark 1 we infer that�22 (�22 )� = S11 S�11 = I � S12 S�12 = �2and ( 22 )� 22 = S�22 S22 = I � S�12 S12 = �2is valid �-almost everywhere on T. Hence �22 = �2 and  22 =  2. Thus the identity (83)yields (ii).(ii)) (i): Suppose (ii). Then Proposition 11 shows thatU := " �2b2 f2�f1 c2 2 # (84)is an inner 2q � 2q Schur function, where det(c2 2) does not identically vanish. In viewof Proposition 6 we see thatW := " �2b2 + f2(c2 2)�1f1 f2(c2 2)�1(c2 2)�1f1 (c2 2)�1 # (85)22



is a jqq-inner function. Let 
l and 
r be the left q � q Carath�eodory function and theright q� q Carath�eodory function, respectively, generated by W . Since 
1 and 
2 admitthe representations
1 = (I + f1)�1(I � f1) and 
2 = (I � f2)(I + f2)�1(see, e. g., [8, Lemma 1.3.12]), we have
l = [(c2 2)�1 + (c2 2)�1f1]�1[(c2 2)�1 � (c2 2)�1f1]= (I + f1)�1(I � f1) = 
1 (86)and 
r = [(c2 2)�1 � f2(c2 2)�1][(c2 2)�1 + f2(c2 2)�1]�1= (I � f2)(I + f2)�1 = 
2 ; (87)i. e., 
1 and 
2 are exactly the left q � q Carath�eodory function and the right q � qCarath�eodory function, respectively, generated by the jqq-inner function W . Hence (i)holds.(i), (iii): This equivalence can be analogously veri�ed as the fact that (ii) is necessaryand su�cient for (i). 2Theorem 10 Let 
1 and 
2 be q � q Carath�eodory functions of �nite entropy. Supposethat both functions 
1 and 
2 admit pseudocontinuations. Let f1 := (I � 
1)(I +
1)�1,f2 := (I � 
2)(I + 
2)�1, �2 := I � f2cf#2 and �2 := I � cf#2 f2. Let �2 be the uniquenormalized left spectral factors of h�2i, and let  2 be the unique normalized right spectralfactors of h�2i. Further, let c2 and b2 be inner q � q Schur functions such thatf1 = c2 2cf#2 ��12 �2b2 : (88)Then W := " I f2cf#2 I # � diag h��12 �2;  �12 i � diag hb2; c�12 i (89)is a jqq-inner function such that 
1 is the left q � q Carath�eodory function and 
2 is theright q � q Carath�eodory function generated by W , andV := diag hc2; b�12 i � diag h 2��12 ; ��12 i � " I cf#2f2 I # (90)is a jqq-inner function such that 
1 is the right q � q Carath�eodory function and 
2 isthe left q � q Carath�eodory function generated by W .Proof. Lemma 8 shows that f2 admits a pseudocontinuation f#2 and that f2 has �niteentropy. In particular, both functions det �2 and det �2 does not identically vanish. Let(12) be the q � q block partition of W . Then we haveW�122 = c2 2 ; W12W�122 = f2 ; (91)23



W11 �W12W�122 W21 = ��12 �2b2 � f2cf#2 ��12 �2b2 = �2b2 (92)and, in view of (88), �W�122 W21 = �c2 2cf#2 ��12 �2b2 = �f1 : (93)Thus the Potapov-Ginzburg transform S of W has the shapeS = diag [Iq; c2] � 24 �2 f2�c2 2cf#2 ��12 �2b2  2 35 � diag [b2; Iq] : (94)Since Sq�q(D ) is a subset of [N+(D )]q�q we obtain from (88), (94) and Proposition 11that S is an inner 2q � 2q Schur function. Using Proposition 6 then we can concludethat the Potapov-Ginzburg transform W2 of S is a jqq-inner function. On the otherhand, since S is the Potapov-Ginzburg transform of W , we have W2 = W , i. e., W is ajqq-inner function. Let 
l (respectively, 
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